Our notation follows that of [13] . G always denotes an arbitrary locally compact group with left Haar measure dx. For a measurable set MaG let \M\ G be the left Haar measure of M. Δ G denotes the Haar modulus of G.
We write ^(G) for the linear space of all continuous, complexvalued functions on G, ^°(G) for the Banach space of all continuous functions vanishing at infinity with the norm ||/||oo = sup βeσ |/(α;)| and *5Γ(G) for the subspace of all functions with compact support (supp) . L] 0C (G) denotes the space of all locally integrable functions on G. As usual measurable functions coinciding locally almost everywhere (l.a.e.) shall be identified. The spaces L P (G) have the usual meaning. The left [right] translation operators L y [R y ] are defined by L y f (x) : = f(y~1x) [R y 
f(x): = f(xy)]
We call two functions w x and w 2 equivalent (l.a.e.), Wi~w 2 (l.a.e.) if there exist constants C u C 2 > 0 such that CiW^x) ^ w 2 (x) ^ C 2 w 1 (x) (l.B..e.) . ΦΛ shall denote the characteristic function of the set A. Given a measurable, locally essentially bounded function w on G, (LUG), || \\ ltW ) denotes the space of all measurable functions f on G such that fw is in L\G) with the norm 11/Hi, w : = \\f w Ili This space is a Banach convolution algebra if and only if w ~ w x l.a.e. for some w 1 eL\ 0C {G) satisfying 0 < w λ < °o and Wt(xy) ^ Cw^wάy) for all x,yeG (cf. [9] [6] ).
(ii) If 3ίΓ(β) is dense in B{G) then the map y -> L y f is continuous for each yeG and feB(G) (cf. [6] ).
(iii) The continuity of the map y -> L y f is equivalent to the fact that B(G) satisfies (B3) with w(y): = max(l, ||LJU) and that Li(G)*B(G) is dense in B(ff) (cf. [7] There is an open, compactly generated subgroup G(ω) < G with the property that for each compact set 
Proof. We shall only consider the case (V) since the other case is even easier.
It is obvious that ω*k is a continuous, positive function in L\G). If we denote K: = supp k, we get:
and hence α>*fce F ] (G).
LEMMA 1.2. Lei p be a locally essentially bounded function on G satisfying p ^ 0 αwcί ^(x^/) <^ p(x)p{y).
Then for every function ω γ e Vτ(G) we can find some a) e Vj{G) such that ω-p ^ co 1 holds.
Proof. Let FcG be a symmetric, compact neighbourhood of e and let G r be the open subgroup of G generated by V. Then there exists a constant p>l
, n eN (cf. [11] ). Moreover, the existence of a constant q > 0 satisfying
follows from the assumptions imposed on p. If we choose now a constant a > max{p, <?} the function g(x): -Σ?=i a~nΦ v n\ V n~ι(x) satisfies g(y~ιx) ^ α^r(ίc) as well as gixy) ^ ag(x) for all x e G and each i/e7 and hence the properties (V) and (V L ) are satisfied for G(g) = G\ Moreover, it is obvious that g{x)p{x) ^ 1 holds for all x e G. Using Lemma 1.1 we get for any ke,9Γ + {G) with suppfccG 1 ': g*k -# and </*/be F Z^( G). If we choose now ω λ e V}(G) and putα>: 
. (i)
The left version of Lemma 1.2 will be used in a crucial way in order to prove our main theorem.
( Moreover, we shall use the following uniform partition of unity that was introduced by H. G. Feichtinger in [8] (G) in [12] . In [12] (ii) In [2] it was shown that f8\G) = W\G) holds, where W\G) denotes Wiener's algebra as introduced by H. G. Feichtinger in [5] and, using the main result of [5] , 9S P (G) = ^Jt g p (G) was derived. Our main theorem gives a direct proof of this result, as well. It seems to be worth noticing that it is possible to give a characterization of the Banach space ^€ g B (G) in terms of functions of translation type without the direct use of a norm.
(iii) The spaces ^€ g p {G) were considered by various authors using other but equivalent definitions (cf. [1] , [4] , [5] , [10] , [15] ). Using the terminology of these authors we have successively:
. In all these cases except in [5] G is supposed to be abelian. LEMMA 
Let VaG and {2/J ίeI cG be given such that (*) holds and let (φdiei be a partition of unity corresponding to the covering (y t V).
Then each ωe V\G) satisfies and hence ||/*βr|U fl> <; ||/||r||^IU, P .
EXAMPLE.
Let us consider the space E°°(G 9 H), where G denotes the "ax + 6"-group, i.e. Hence ||/|U ^ C\\f\\ Uw for every /eSJ^G). REMARK 3.1. This theorem reduces to Corollary 3 of [2] and to Theorem 4 of [5] in the case w = 1. The case w Ξ 1 was also generalized in an other direction in [8] .
For the rest of this section we shall assume that G is abelian and that B(G) satisfies (B1)-(B3) with respect to L\G).
THEOREM 3.2. Let feL\G)
with compact support be given. If feB(G) then fe^B (G) and there exists a constant M depending only on B(G) and supp/ such that \\f\\ {B ) P roof Take any function k e ^tl(G) such that k = 1 on supp / and k e ^Z\G) = ^S\G) (in fact for every function k e S?~+(G) with ίceL\G) one has ke^&\G) f since W(Gr) is a Segal algebra, cf. [2] , [13] ). Thus there is a function ωeV\G) with \ίc\ <ί ω and from / ~ /.fc we derive |/| ^ |/|*α>. Since it is obvious that |/|*α>e V B (G) we have/e 3S CO
